Abstract-In this paper, we investigate the optimization of nonuniform linear antenna arrays (NULAs) for millimeter wave (mmWave) line-of-sight (LoS) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels. Our focus is on the maximization of the system effective multiplexing gain (EMG), by optimizing the individual antenna positions in the transmit/receive NULAs. Here the EMG is defined as the number of signal streams that are practically supported by the channel at a finite SNR. We first derive analytical expressions for the asymptotic channel eigenvalues with arbitrarily deployed NULAs when, asymptotically, the end-to-end distance is sufficiently large compared to the aperture sizes of the transmit/receive NULAs. Based on the derived expressions, we prove that, the asymptotically optimal NULA deployment that maximizes the achievable EMG should follow the groupwise Fekete-point distribution. Specifically, the antennas should be physically grouped into K separate uniform linear antenna arrays (ULAs) with the minimum feasible antenna spacing within each ULA, where K is the target EMG to be achieved; in addition, the centers of these K ULAs follow the Fekete-point distribution. We numerically verify the asymptotic optimality of such an NULA deployment and extend it to a groupwise projected arch type (PAT) NULA deployment, which provides a more practical option for mmWave LoS MIMO systems with realistic non-asymptotic configurations. Numerical examples are provided to demonstrate a significant capacity gain of the optimized NULAs over traditional ULAs.
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W
ITH the rapidly growing mobile services, there has been an ever increasing demand for very high wireless transmission data rates up to tens-of-Gigabits/second [1] [2] . The conventional microwave bands below 6 GHz have already been heavily utilized and cannot meet this demand [3] . Comparatively, the higher millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency band, ranging from 30GHz to 300GHz, offers large swathes of unlicensed spectrum and can potentially form the basis for the next revolution in wireless communications [4] - [7] .
Although the mmWave band presents a very wide range of spectrum, it consists of many frequency segments with distinct channel characteristics and various service restrictions imposed by regulators in different countries [6] [8] . After excluding some sub-bands with severe atmospheric absorption that are unsuitable for outdoor wireless transmissions, the remaining segments are discretely distributed in the overall mmWave band. Aggregating these discrete bandwidth segments for mobile broadband communication remains a great challenge in the near future [7] . Currently, the widest commercially available single-channel mmWave bandwidth is 5 GHz, located at the E-band, ranging from 71-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz [7] [9] [10] . Thus to support tens of gigabits/s transmission rates over a single mmWave channel with bandwidth no wider than 5 GHz, we must employ transmission schemes with very high spectral efficiencies (e.g., higher than 4 bits/s/Hz). However, due to very high operating frequencies, mmWave transceivers face new hardware design challenges such as increased phase noise, limited amplifier gain and the need for transmission line modeling of circuit components, which prevent the use of high order modulations in most mmWave transmission schemes [8] .
Fortunately, thanks to the significantly reduced mmWave signal wavelengths, a large number of antennas can be packed into the transmitter/receiver with much smaller aperture sizes. This allows the use of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques [11] [12] to compensate for severe propagation losses of mmWave transmissions [8] and, at the same time, increase the system spectral efficiency by exploring the spatial domain. However, severe propagation loss also significantly reduces the richness of scattering in the mmWave propagation. When the transmitter and receiver are in view of each other without obstacles between them, the mmWave propagation is dominated by the line-of-sight (LoS) path. In this case, the channel is represented by a LoS MIMO model with highly correlated fading coefficients between different transmit-receive antenna pairs. Such a mmWave LoS MIMO channel matrix is typically rank deficient, which significantly degrades the achievable multiplexing gain of the channel [13] [14] .
There have been many research papers on mmWave LoS MIMO systems. For example, for a point-to-point LoS MIMO channel with uniform linear antenna arrays (ULAs) at both link ends, [15] - [17] showed that the channel vectors experienced by different transmit/receive antennas can be mutually orthogonal if the antenna numbers and spacings of the transmit/receive ULAs as well as the communication distance between them satisfy the so-called Rayleigh distance criterion, indicating that the maximum multiplexing gain is indeed achievable in pure LoS environments. In [18] , the authors considered a more practical scenario where the communication distance is larger than the Rayleigh distance. They showed that, in this case, the effective multiplexing gain (EMG) of a ULA-based LoS MIMO channel that can be practically achieved is limited by the product of the aperture sizes of the transmit/receive ULAs. Here the EMG is defined as the number of spatially independent signal streams that can be practically supported by the channel at a finite signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As a natural extension of ULAs, a nonuniform linear antenna array (NULA) allows its antenna elements to be non-uniformly distributed on a line segment, providing an additional dimension to optimize the EMG. However, the NULA deployment optimization problem is very complex analytically, and most existing papers on NULAs are based on simulations or brute force exhaustive search [19] . How to systematically optimize the deployment of NULAs for maximizing the EMG is still an open problem.
In this paper, we investigate the NULA deployment optimization for EMG maximization in mmWave LoS MIMO systems. Our contributions are as follows.
• We derive analytical expressions for the eigenvalues of mmWave LoS channels with arbitrarily deployed transmit/receive NULAs when, asymptotically, the communication distance is sufficiently large compared to the aperture sizes of the transmit/receive NULAs; • Building on the asymptotic analysis, we analytically show that, the asymptotically optimal NULA deployment that maximizes the system EMG should be grouped into K separate ULAs with the minimum feasible antenna spacing within each ULA, where K is the target EMG to be achieved; in addition, the centers of these K ULAs should follow the Fekete-point distribution [20] . Such a deployment is referred to as the groupwise Fekete- In summary, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that presents an analytical method to optimize the NULA deployment in mmWave LoS MIMO channels for EMG enhancement. The results provide useful insights into the design of tens-of-gigabits wireless communication systems over mmWave frequencies.
Notations: Boldface lower-case symbols represent vectors. Capital boldface characters denote matrices. The operators (·) T , (·) H and · 2 denote the transpose, conjugate-transpose and 2-norm of a matrix or vector, respectively. I M represents an M -by-M identity matrix. For a vector a, diag(a) is a diagonal matrix with a being the main diagonal. For a square matrix A, tr(A) and det(A) denote its trace and determinant, respectively. For an integer N , {1, 2, · · · , N } stands for the set consisting of 1, 2, · · · , N . For a set S, |S| is the size of S.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model
Consider a fixed point-to-point mmWave LoS MIMO system with N transmit and M receive antennas. Assuming M ≤ N , without loss of generality, and focusing on slowly varying frequency-flat fading channels, we model the transmission in the complex baseband as r = Hs + n
where s ∈ C N ×1 and r ∈ C M×1 are, respectively, the transmitted and received signal vectors; n ∈ C M×1 is a vector of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples with mean zero and variance N 0 ; and H = {h m,n } ∈ C M×N is the channel response matrix. Since the pure LoS channel is considered here, the channel coefficient between each transmit-receive antenna pair is a deterministic function of the distance between them. Thus following the ray tracing principle, we model each entry of H as [21] 
where h m,n is the channel coefficient from the n-th transmit antenna to the m-th receive antenna, d m,n is the distance between them, λ is the signal wavelength, and ρ contains all relevant constants such as attenuation and phase rotation caused by the antenna patterns at the transmitter/receiver. Assume that two NULAs with aperture sizes L t and L r are deployed at the transmitter and receiver, respectively, with arbitrary array orientations and antenna element distributions. We construct the following 3-D geometrical coordinate system to facilitate the calculation of {d m,n }. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the origin is located at the center of the transmit NULA. The z-axis is chosen as the line that connects the transmit NULA center and receive NULA center, pointing from the former to the latter. The x-axis is set such that the linear transmit NULA lies in the 2-D plane spanned by the x-axis and z-axis. Finally, the y-axis is determined by the right-hand rule based on the xaxis and z-axis. In this coordinate system, the receive NULA may have an arbitrary orientation. For specification, we use θ t to represent the angle between the transmit NULA and the x-axis. In addition, we denote by θ r the angle between the receive NULA and the x-axis, and by φ r the angle between the projected vector of the receive NULA in the y-z plane and the z-axis. Similar to those adopted in [16] - [18] [22]- [24] , the 3-D geometrical model in Fig. 1 describes a communication system employing linear antenna arrays with arbitrary orientations.
For the ease of describing the coordinates of the n-th transmit antenna, denoted by (x t,n , y t,n , z t,n ), we use α t,n ∈ [−1, 1] to indicate its normalized position on the transmit NULA relative to the transmit NULA center. Then we have
Similarly, let α r,m ∈ [−1, 1] represent the normalized position of the m-th receive antenna on the receive NULA relative to its center. The coordinates of the m-th receive antenna relative to the center of the receive NULA, denoted by (x r,m , y r,m , z r,m ), are given by
and z r,m = L r α r,m sinθ r cosφ r 2 .
In addition, we assume a far-field communication distance throughout this paper [25] , i.e., the distance between the centers of the transmit and receive NULAs, denoted by D, is much larger than L t and L r . Under this assumption, the path gains between all the transmit-receive antenna pairs are approximately the same and (2) can be rewritten as
with
According to (3) and (4), we can decompose the channel matrix H as
where both Φ r ∈ C M×M and Φ t ∈ C N ×N are diagonal matrices with their diagonal entries being {e 
Here, physically, τ represents the product of the effective transmit/receive NULA aperture sizes relative to the communication distance. Hence the value of τ reflects the range of the discrepancy of the channel coefficients of different transmitreceive antenna pairs. Since both Φ r and Φ t are unitary by definition, the singular values of H are identical to those of H apart from a constant scaling factor |ρ|λ/4πD. Define the channel gain matrix
Denote by µ
M,N (τ ) the m-th largest eigenvalue of matrix G M,N (τ ). In this paper, we will analyze the impact of antenna deployments, i.e., {α r,m } and {α t,n }, on these eigenvalues {µ (m) M,N (τ )|m = 1, 2, · · · , M } and optimize the individual positions of all transmit/receive antenna elements, i.e., {α r,m } and {α t,n }, to improve the system performance.
B. Uniform Linear Antenna Array and Rayleigh Distance
As a special case of NULA, a uniform linear antenna array (ULA) requires all the antenna elements to be equally spaced. In this case, we have
Consequently, matrix G M,N (τ ) in (8) can be further simplified, with its entries, denoted by {g m,n |m, n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }}, expressed as [15] 
. It has been shown in [15] [16] [26] that, at high SNRs, the maximum mutual information of the ULA-based mmWave LoS MIMO channel can be achieved when
where
is called the Rayleigh distance 1 .
Substituting (10) into (7), we have τ =
and G M,N (τ ) reduces to a scaled identity matrix N ·I M , indicating that the resultant channel can support M simultaneous spatial streams with equal channel quality [16] .
It is also seen from (10) that, when D ≤ D Ray , we can always find a proper ULA deployment for the angles θ r and θ t so that the Rayleigh distance criterion in (10) of D > D Ray was considered in [18] . It is shown in [18] that, though the system multiplexing gain (i.e., the rank of the channel matrix) may still remain unchanged, some channel eigenvalues vanish to zero quickly as D increases and cannot be utilized for signal transmission when the system operating SNR is finite. Motivated by this, the authors in [18] introduced a more practical concept of effective multiplexing gain (EMG) for the system, defined as
In this definition, I(·) is an indicator function taking a value of 1 if its argument is true and 0 otherwise, and Γ is a predetermined threshold representing the minimum tolerable ratio between the qualities of those eigenmodes that are utilized for signal transmission. The higher the system operating SNR is, the less ratio between the qualities of the utilized eigenmodes can be tolerated, and in turn the less the value of the threshold Γ can be set. When Γ is properly chosen according to the system operating SNR, d M,N (τ ) corresponds to the number of independent spatial streams that can be practically supported by the channel. The main observation drawn in [18] is that, beyond the Rayleigh distance, the achievable EMG of the channel, d M,N (τ ), is limited by the product of the aperture sizes of the transmit and receive ULAs. Since the channel capacity increases linearly with the EMG, while logarithmically with the system SNR, i.e.,
where γ is the average SNR of each data stream, a higher EMG is preferable in practice. However, the only way to achieve a higher EMG in a ULA-based system is to increase the aperture sizes of the transmit and receive ULAs, L t and L r , which is impractical in many systems. How to further maximize d M,N (τ ) in a more general NULA-based system with fixed L t and L r through the optimization of transmit/receive antenna element distributions is an open research problem, and it is the focus of this paper.
III. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
Before the NULA deployment optimization, we first consider the asymptotic channel characterization in the extreme of τ → 0, which will provide us with some insight of the channel behavior when τ is not zero but small, and facilitate our optimization problem formulation in the next section. Here τ → 0 corresponds to the case 2 in which the communication distance D is sufficiently large compared to the product of the antenna aperture sizes of the transmit and receive NULAs, L t and L r .
For convenience, we define the following two Vandermonde matrices for a given integer K.
2 Mathematically, τ → 0 also corresponds to the case of θt → 0 or θr → 0, where the system EMG can be simply improved through rotating the transmit or receive NULA. Hence this case is trivial and out of our interest in this paper.
and
Let the QR decompositions of matrices C (r)
M×M and C (t) N ×N be, respectively,
The following theorems show that the asymptotic behaviors of matrix G M,N (τ ) are tractable.
Theorem 1: As τ → 0, the m-th largest eigenvalue of
Theorem 2:
M (see definition in (14)) for all m = 1, 2, · · · , M . The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are given in Appendices A and B, respectively. From these two theorems, we can obtain the following corollary. Its proof is given in Appendix C.
Corollary 1: When τ is small, the m-th largest eigenvalue of matrix G M,N (τ ) can be approximately represented as
where r 
IV. NULA DEPLOYMENT OPTIMIZATION
A. Problem Formulation
Let us now return to the EMG maximization problem. Denote by τ
min the critical value of τ when the step function
Physically, τ
min represents the minimum value of τ that can support an EMG of K (K ≤ M ) at a practical SNR. Then from the property of non-decreasing step functions, we conclude that maximizing d M,N (τ ) for a given τ (beyond the Rayleigh distance) is equivalent to minimizing τ (K) min for a given K, and the EMG maximization problem can be initially formulated as
P1:
min {αr,m},{αt,n}
This is in line with the practical antenna design consideration, as a smaller τ
min corresponds to smaller transmit/receive aperture sizes L t , L r and/or a longer communication distance D that can achieve the same EMG of K, both of which are preferable for practical mmWave LoS MIMO systems.
However, we are unable to express τ
min as an explicit function of {α r,m } and {α t,n } at present. Hence it is difficult to solve P1 directly.
In this paper, we consider the following alternative problem.
P2: max
{αr,m},{αt,n}
where K is the target EMG 3 to be achieved. Note that P2 does not involve the threshold Γ and so can be optimized independent of the value of Γ.
We argue that P2 is consistent with P1 as follows. On one hand, recalling the definitions of τ (17) and (11), respectively, we can rewrite (17) as
Hence the aim of P1 is to minimize the value of τ under the constraint that the ratio between µ
M,N (τ ) is no less than a certain threshold Γ. This is equivalent to maximizing the ratio between µ
On the other hand, from (8), we have the following natural constraint for P2.
(21) According to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for a set of nonnegative variables {µ
M,N (τ )|k = 1, 2, · · · , K} with a finite upper bound M N on their sum, their product is maximized when all these variables take the same value, and in turn the ratio between the minimum one (i.e, µ (K) M,N (τ )) and the maximum one (i.e., µ (1) M,N (τ )) is also maximized simultaneously. In other words, when the target function in P2 is maximized, the ratio of µ
M,N (τ ) will be maximized as well. Therefore, Problems P1 and P2 are consistent with each other in this sense.
It is worth noting that P2 is also consistent with a capacity maximization problem. Assume that we want to transmit K (K ≤ M ) parallel data streams over the mmWave LoS MIMO channel in (1) . From the information theory for MIMO systems [27] , the best way is to transmit them along the largest K eigenmodes of the channel. Assuming a high transmit SNR γ and equal power allocation among all the K data streams, we write the corresponding channel capacity as
Clearly, the first term in (22) is independent of the antenna deployment parameters {α r,m } and {α t,n }, and the second term is consistent with P2, indicating that the solution to P2 also leads to the maximization of the channel capacity in (22) .
B. Approximate NULA Deployment Optimization for Small τ
Recall the approximate eigenvalue expression (16) derived in Section III based on asymptotic analysis. When τ is small, we can substitute (16) into the target function of P2 and rewrite it as
It is easy to see that the first multiplicative term in (23) is independent of the antenna deployment, while the second and third terms are determined by the transmit and receive antenna deployments {α r,m } and {α t,n }, respectively. Hence to maximize (23) in P2, we only need to separately maximize the second and third terms in (23) via optimizing {α r,m } and {α t,n }, respectively. Thus when τ is small, P2 can be further decomposed into the following two problems.
Approximate NULA Deployment Optimization Criteria:
By noting that P3 and P4 are very similar, our discussion below will be mainly focused on P3.
To solve Problem P3, we need first to express each r 
, ∀k > 1.
(27) The proof of Theorem 3 can be found in Appendix D. According to Theorem 3, we have
Substituting (28) into (24), we can reformulate P3 as
P5: max
and the subscript r has been omitted for brevity.
It is easily seen that f K,K (α) in (31) 
D. General Cases: K ≤ M
The following theorem provides the optimal solution to Problem P5 in the general case 5 of K ≤ M when K divides M . Its proof can be found in Appendix E Theorem 4: When K divides M , the optimal solution to P5 is to divide {α m |m = 1, · · · , M } into K equal-size groups, and let all {α m } in the k-th group take the same value of γ K,k , i.e.,
In summary, we should divide all the M antenna elements into K groups with approximately the same sizes. The antennas in the same group should be compactly co-located, e.g., forming a ULA with the minimum spacing of λ/2, and the centers of these K groups should follow the above-mentioned Fekete-point distribution. This groupwise deployment can be intuitively understood as follows. Since we aim to achieve an EMG of K, only K distinct eigenmodes are required to support K spatially independent signal streams, and the rest eigenmodes are unnecessary. Thus by dividing all the antennas into K compact groups, we can already guarantee K distinct eigenmodes. The antennas in the same group can be completely utilized to provide power gain for a capacity enhancement. Note that the conclusion of letting all group centers to follow the Fekete-point distribution is drawn in the extreme case of τ → 0. Therefore, we can only guarantee its optimality in this asymptotic case. It may not be optimal in the non-asymptotic case when τ takes finite values. We will discuss this practical scenario in Section V. 
E. Fekete-Point Distribution
Till now, we have analytically shown that the asymptotically optimal NULA deployment is closely related to the Feketepoint distribution. It is well known that finding the exact values of all Fekete points within a general compact set 6 is a difficult and open problem (Problem 7 of [31] ). However, when the compact set reduces to the one-dimensional interval [−1, 1], we can readily show the following property for the function (31) . (31) is strictly quasiconvex over the set of
Property 1 can be proved by directly checking if f K,K (α) satisfies the definition of the strictly quasi-convex function [32] . Due to space limitation, we skip the proof here. Based on Property 1, we can adopt the standard steepest descend method with adaptive step length [32] to find the corresponding Fekete points that maximize f K,K (α). The details are omitted here for brevity. Fig. 2 illustrates some Fekete-point distributions for K being up to 10. Their specific values are listed in Table I . We can see that when K = 2 and 3, the Fekete-point distribution reduces to the conventional uniform distribution. While when K ≥ 4, the Fekete-point distribution distinguishes itself from the uniform one by "pushing" the points towards the two ends of the interval and exhibits a symmetric and centrifugal distribution.
F. Projected Arch Type (PAT) Distribution
According to the symmetric and centrifugal property of the Fekete-point distribution shown above, we develop the following projected arch type (PAT) distribution to approximate the Fekete-point distribution, which leads to an extension of the groupwise Fekete-point antenna deployment and will facilitate a practical implementation of the latter. Let us take the case of K = 4 as an example. As shown in Fig. 3 , we consider an arch with a certain angle θ. The 2-D coordinate system is constructed by letting the chord corresponding to this arch be on the x-axis with its center point located at the origin. For convenience, we further normalize the length of the chord to be 2. Then we uniformly distribute K = 4 points on the arch. By projecting these four points onto the x-axis, we can obtain a symmetric and centrifugal 4-point distribution, which we refer to as the projected arch type (PAT) distribution. It can be expected that, when the value of θ is properly chosen, we can generate a good approximation for the Fekete-point distribution with K = 4. In addition, such an approximated distribution can be characterized by a single parameter θ. Mathematically, we can approximate all the Fekete points {γ K,k |k = 1, 2, · · · , K} as
where θ K is the optimized value of θ that minimizes the approximation error, i.e., θ K = arg min θ γ K − γ K 2 and Table II lists the values of {θ K } and their corresponding approximation errors. We can see that when K = 4 and 5, the Fekete points can be exactly described using the PAT distribution, and when K > 5, the PAT approximation errors are only of the order 10 −4 . This indicates that our PAT approximation is very accurate. Note that we did not include the cases of K = 2 and 3 as their corresponding PAT approximation is always exactly accurate for any θ.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
Till now, we have analytically optimized the NULA deployment in the extreme case of τ → 0. In this section, We numerically validate the asymptotic optimality of the proposed NULA deployment. We also verify if such an NULA deployment can improve the capacity over conventional ULAs in practical mmWave environments with non-vanishing τ (i.e., with a finite communication distance and non-vanishing transmit/receive NULA aperture sizes). In addition, we propose a groupwise PAT NULA deployment as an extension of the asymptotically optimal groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment for practical mmWave LoS MIMO systems.
A. Some Numerical Examples: A First Glance
We first consider the system designs that achieve the EMG up to 3. min value of only 0.3063. Similarly, from Fig. 4(b) we can obtain the value of τ (3) min to be 2.2821 and 1.3218, respectively, for the ULA-based system with M = N = 24 and the corresponding optimized NULAbased system. This indicates that to maintain the same EMG of K = 2 or 3, the latter system can communicate over a longer distance, or requires less transmitter/receiver aperture sizes, than the former system. For example, if such a system lies indoor operating at 60 GHz with transmit/receive NULA aperture sizes L t = L r = 0.1 meter, the conventional ULAbased antenna deployment can only maintain an EMG of 2 and 3 up to a communication distance of 
respectively, while with our optimized NULA deployment, these distances can be increased to 10.26 meters and 2.38 meters, respectively. Similarly, if this system lies outdoor with operation frequency of 75 GHz and L t = L r = 0.6 meter, our optimized NULA deployment can maintain the EMG of 2 and 3 up to a communication distance of 461.5 meters and 106.9 meters, which are contrast to the respective distances of 161 meters and 61.9 meters for the ULA deployment. Some general observations can be made from Fig. 4 , as listed below.
• For any fixed Γ, the values of τ (2) min and τ
min for ULAbased systems increase with the numbers of antennas M and N . This means that in a ULA-based mmWave LoS MIMO system with a given configuration (e.g., D, L t and L r ), increasing the system power gain by allocating more antennas will reduce the achievable EMG;
• For any fixed Γ, the values of τ (2) min and τ (3) min for optimized NULA-based systems remain constant when M and N increase. This property comes from a groupwise antenna deployment. It means that the newly added antennas can be completely utilized to provide power gain without affecting the achievable multiplexing gain;
• Given the same M and N , the value of τ (2) min (or τ (3) min ) achieved by the optimized NULA is always smaller than that achieved by the conventional ULA, regardless the value of Γ. This indicates that the proposed optimized NULA is superior to the ULA in terms of achievable EMG, both asymptotically (when Γ is sufficiently small, and consequently τ (2) min or τ (3) min will also be sufficiently small) and non-asymptotically (when Γ takes finite values). The optimized NULA is also superior to ULAs in terms of capacities. In Fig. 5 we plot the aforementioned system capacities achieved by both ULAs and the optimized NULAs 7 when the communication distance is set such that τ = τ (2) min and τ = τ (3) min , respectively in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) . For convenience, we set |ρ|λ/4πD = 1/M N , such that the total channel power is normalized, i.e., tr(HH H ) = 1. Thus the SNR γ here represents the received SNR. We can clearly see the slope difference between the curves with ULAs and optimized NULAs for both the waterfilling capacity and that with equal power allocation (among the largest two or three eigenmodes), indicating that a higher effective multiplexing gain can be achieved using the proposed optimized NULAs, even in the non-asymptotic scenario.
B. Groupwise PAT NULA Deployment
In this subsection, we discuss the possibility of achieving a higher effective multiplexing gain, i.e., K ≥ 4. Fig. 6 plots the curves of µ min for any given value of the threshold Γ in each system. We can make the following observations from Fig. 6 .
• Given Γ, the value of τ (4) min increases with the antenna numbers M and N in the ULA-based systems, but remains constant in the optmized NULA-based ones. This observation is the same as that made from Fig.  4 and reflects the superiority of the groupwise NULA deployment;
• For small values of Γ (e.g., Γ < −15 dB), the value of τ (4) min in the optimized NULA-based system is always smaller than that in the corresponding ULA-based system, indicating that the proposed groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment is indeed asymptotically superior to the ULA one.
• When Γ > −15 dB, the value of τ (4) min in the optimized NULA-based system becomes larger than its counterpart in the ULA-based system with M = N = 4, showing that the proposed NULA deployment in the previous sections is, though asymptotically optimal, suboptimal in some non-asymptotic scenarios. The asymptotic optimality of the groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment when K = 4 is also demonstrated in Fig. 7 plots the capacities of such a mmWave LoS MIMO system with D = 90.0686 meters that are achieved by both the groupwise Fekete-point NULAs and ULAs, from which we can easily see the superiority of the groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment over the ULA one. Note that here we set a relatively small value for the threshold Γ at −25 dB. This is because otherwise when Γ > −15 dB, the ULA deployment may outperform the groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment in the mmWave system with M = N = 4 in terms of µ (4) M,N (τ )/µ (1) M,N (τ ), as seen from Fig. 6 . In addition, it is seen from Fig. 6 that, for the groupwise Feketepoint NULA deployment, the ratio of µ (4) M,N (τ )/µ (1) M,N (τ ) is always smaller than −4.8 dB. This indicates that, when we set Γ > −4.8 dB, we even cannot achieve the EMG of 4 using the groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment practically. This problem is even more serious when the target EMG is higher than 4. Therefore, we need seek some more practical NULA design solutions, as detailed below.
Recall from Section V-B that the Fekete-point distribution can be well approximated by the projected arch type (PAT) distribution with angle θ = θ K . Hence a straightforward option to the practical NULA design is to extend the proposed groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment to the following groupwise PAT NULA deployment: We still divide all the transmit/receive antenna into K groups of approximately equal sizes with the minimum feasible antenna spacing in each group. Then, we require the centers of these groups to follow the PAT distribution with a certain angle θ and span the overall transmit/receive aperture. This groupwise PAT NULA deployment reduces to the groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment when θ = θ K . Given the values of K and Γ, we can easily find a proper value of θ via one-dimensional search to minimize τ min achieved by the general groupwise PAT NULA deployment with various angle θ when the threshold Γ is set at a reasonable level of Γ = −10 dB. The optimal value of θ that minimizes τ
min , denoted by θ * K (Γ), is marked by " " in the figure. The values of {θ K } that correspond to the groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment are also marked in Fig. 8 by "⋆". Note that with Γ = −10 dB, τ (K) min does not exist for K ≥ 7 in systems with the groupwise Fekete-point NULA deployment, and so the corresponding {θ K } are not shown in the figure. From Fig. 8 we can see that when K ≥ 5, we should set a non-zero value of θ for the general groupwise PAT NULA deployment to achieve the minimum τ min is almost unchanged when θ varies around its optimal value, i.e., θ * K (Γ), indicating that the proposed groupwise PAT NULA deployment is robust to calibration errors in real systems.
VI. EXTENSION TO NON-UNIFORM RECTANGULAR ANTENNA ARRAYS
It is worth noting that, following a similar derivation as that in Section VII of [18] , we can readily extend the above discussion to the system with two-dimensional non-uniform rectangular antenna arrays (NURAs) at both the transmitter and receiver, where the rows (columns) of the transmit and receive NURAs are parallel and aligned with each other. In this case, the system EMG can be enhanced by letting each row/column of the transmit/receive NULAs to follow a groupwise PAT deployment. The detailed discussions are omitted here due to space limitation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the NULA deployment optimization in mmWave LoS MIMO channels for maximizing the system EMG. Our analysis shows that the highest multiplexing gain can be achieved by a groupwise Feketepoint NULA deployment in the limit when the transmit-receive distance is very large relative to the aperture sizes of the transmit/receive NULAs. We also developed a simple and accurate approximation for the Fekete-point distribution using the PAT distribution, which can be characterized by a single angle parameter. Finally, we discussed the NULA deployment in some practical mmWave communication scenarios. We numerically developed a more general array deployment, referred to as groupwise PAT NULA deployment. Numerical results are provided to demonstrate the performance gain of the optimized NULA deployments over the conventional ULAs. The results in this paper provide useful insights into the design of future wireless communications systems operating at tensof-Gigabits/second data rates. Such high-speed systems may find use in a wide spectrum of applications, including wireless backhaul, last-mile access, network recovery, campus LAN and storage access.
VIII. APPENDICES
A. Proof of Theorem 1
To prove (15) , let us first return to (6) and perform Taylor expansion onĥ m,n , i.e.,
From (35), we can decomposeĤ aŝ
N ×∞ (see (14) for definitions) and T = diag{t 1 , t 2 , · · · } is an ∞-by-∞ diagonal complex matrix with t m = (jτ ) 
Next, we focus on the singular values ofĤ 1 , or equivalently the eigenvalues ofĜ
M,N (τ ) the m-th largest eigenvalue ofĜ. We have
On the other hand, recalling the fact
M×M and the QR decomposition (14), we define
Then G has the same eigenvalues asĜ (i.e., {μ
M×M is upper-triangular, the m-th diagonal entry of G, denoted by g m , satisfies,
From (40), we can upper-bound the asymptotic slope of µ
where the second inequality follows Theorem 4.3.26 of [33] (pp.195). Based on (41), we obtain
Note that (42) holds with equality if and only if all the inequalities in (41) holds with equality for ∀m = 1, 2, · · · , M . In fact, the equality in (42) does hold due to (38), yielding
Finally, we need to check the relationship betweenμ 
Recall the definition ofĤ m . We have
Combining this and (44), we obtain
which indicates that the difference between µ
C. Proof of Corollary 1
The from of (16) 
Similar to (14), we perform QR decomposition on A and B as
respectively. It is worth to point out that, here we use the same notations of Q M×∞ . We can rewrite (52) based on (53) as
Finally, by redefining r 
D. Proof of Theorem 3
The proof of (26) is apparent. From the operation of QR decomposition, r (r) 1 equals the norm of the first column in C (r) M×M , i.e., a length-M all-one vector. Thus (26) holds. Now we consider the proof of (27) . From (14) , we have
Meanwhile, from the Cauchy-Binet formula [35], we have
M×K containing K rows of the latter indicated by the set S. Clearly, C 
Substituting (57) into (56) and (55) in turn, we can obtain (27) . This completes the proof.
E. Proof of Theorem 4
Before proving Theorem 4, we first introduce a good property of the Fekete points in polynomial interpolation. Recall that {γ K,k } are a set of K Fekete points that maximize a
as the associated fundamental (or cardinal) Lagrange interpolating polynomial. Then for any polynomial function f (x) with degree less than K, we always have [30] f
Now let us return to Theorem 4. From the proof of Theorem 3, it is easy to see that the target function in P5 can be written into a matrix form as
M×K .
(60) Using (59), we represent each entry in C 
Thus we have
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I. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique has been extensively studied for future wireless communications II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a fixed point-to-point MIMO system with N antennas at the transmitter and and M antennas at the receiver. Assuming slowly varying and frequency-flat fading channels, we model the transmission in complex baseband as
where x ∈ C N ×1 and y ∈ C M ×1 are, respectively, the transmitted and received signal vectors, n ∈ C M ×1 a vector of identical and independently distributed (i.i.d.) complex additive white
